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H e a l t h  C a r e

When it comes to the administration of preferred 
provider organization (PPO) service claims, 
there is a great need for more transparency 

from insurance carriers and the third-party administra-
tors (TPAs) that pay claims on behalf of plan sponsors. 
Some fees paid by plan sponsors can be hard to spot dur-
ing the claims-adjustment process.

Insurance carriers and TPAs may not be disclosing 
items such as pharmacy benefit manager rebates, stop-loss 
commissions and overrides, and fees added to cost-con-
tainment services like transparency tools or outsourced 
utilization-review services. In addition, many of these 
payers may not fully disclose fees withheld in subroga-
tion services or wellness offerings. This article will exam-
ine one of the most common hidden fees charged to plan 
sponsors—fees for services rendered by out-of-network 
providers.

How PPOs Work

Many employer-provided health care benefit plans are 
in the form of managed care systems called PPOs. To un-
derstand how out-of-network fees can be hidden in the 
claims process, it is important to first understand the 
mechanism behind these types of plans. 

PPO responsibilities include a number of administra-
tive tasks such as fulfillment of filing requirements, data 
sharing, report production and standard protocol over-
view—just to name few. PPOs reprice the claims that are 
incurred by employees through visits to a network of doc-
tors, hospitals and other health care facilities that have 
agreed to a set of prices and responsibilities as defined by 
the PPO.

These providers are referred to as in-network providers. 
Their costs for services are negotiated in a variety of ways 
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and result in a discount on the billed 
charges. Plan participants who visit 
in-network providers will be required 
to pay a small percentage of the total 
discounted price for services in the 
form of a copay or coinsurance. 

The TPA or insurance carrier han-
dles the administration of claims for 
visits to other facilities or doctors’ 
offices (out-of-network providers). 
Out-of-network providers have no 
set negotiated fee, and the plan par-
ticipants are required to pay a higher 
percentage of the total cost in their 
copays or coinsurance, plus pay any 
balance-billed amount over the al-
lowed amount established for these 
providers. This provides an incentive 
for employees to stay within the PPO 
network whenever possible and saves 
the plan sponsor money.

However, plan participants have an 
out-of-pocket maximum each year, 
so once they have paid that amount 
in full, both in-network and out-of-
network visits will cost them noth-
ing, while the plan sponsor will face 
greater expenses for out-of-network 
services. It is through these out-of-
network visits that hidden costs can 
be incurred.

How Fees Are Masked 
in PPO Claims

Plan sponsors pay insurance car-
riers and TPAs to provide PPO net-
work access for their employees. Plan 
sponsors also pay advisors to evaluate 
PPOs in terms of price, quality, acces-
sibility and utilization control capa-
bilities. These advisors make recom-
mendations on which PPO network 

to access, as well as how best to pay 
the insurance carrier or TPA for use 
of the PPO. 

In order to appear more competi-
tive, some insurance carriers use sec-
ondary PPOs, or rental networks, and 
include the facilities within these net-
works as designated in-network pro-
viders, a fact that is not always dis-
closed during the analysis stage. 

Plan sponsors that select these 
PPOs will be charged a percentage 
of the savings that are achieved by 
using these rental networks, but the 
PPO will claim that the services were 
delivered through an in-network pro-
vider. While technically this is true, 
the end result is that the plan sponsor 
receives a lower discount and faces a 
larger access fee. These fees are typi-
cally calculated as a percentage of 
plan sponsor savings as opposed to 
the per employee per month fees that 
are normally charged as a fully dis-
closed portion of the administrative 
fees.

A few plan sponsors have filed law-
suits against their insurance carriers 

over this process. This methodology 
is not limited to small, relatively un-
known insurance carriers. One ma-
jor carrier is currently under fire for 
charging plan sponsors masked and 
unwarranted fees for visits to what, 
on paper, were in-network health care 
facilities. 

In addition, many insurance car-
riers and TPAs frequently use this 
same strategy to price out-of-network 
claims. The outside PPO is used to 
obtain discounts, and the cost of this 
service is once again billed as a claim 
charge, usually at a significant cost to 
the plan sponsors. 

Network developers work to obtain 
the lowest possible pricing and services 
from providers that agree to their terms 
in return for the right to be considered 
a network provider. The volume of pa-
tients that is delivered to these provid-
ers is what protects the integrity of the 
network and gives employees a way to 
enjoy the protection a network affords. 
When providers are able to become 
“in-network” providers through these 
secondary PPOs or rental networks, 

T A B L E  I

Comparing Out-of-Network and In-Network Charges

 Out-of-Network In-Network

Original Charge $34,906 $34,906

Allowed Amount (negotiated) $24,434 $15,000

Employee Liability (assuming outof 
  pocket maximum is met) $0 $0

Plan Sponsor Liability $27,051 $15,000

Plan Savings $7,855 $19,906
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they have the opportunity to negotiate their fees as out-of-
network providers. When this happens, the cost to sponsors 
is increased, and the integrity of the prime network is at risk.

A Real-World Example of Masked Fees
Let’s examine a real-world example. In this scenario, a 

plan participant who had already reached his out-of-pocket 
maximum obtained services from an out-of-network provid-
er. When the plan sponsor received the participant’s claims 
report, it was somewhat vague, and the plan sponsor con-
tacted the TPA to request additional information. Tables I 
and II contain the information the plan sponsor received in 
response. (The patient’s name has been changed, but the dol-
lar amounts are real.).

Table II shows that the plan sponsor was billed $27,051 
(the $24,434 negotiated amount plus $2,617 total due to the 
TPA). The original charge for the service was $34,906. In this 
case, the TPA paid the outside PPO $942.45 for the service 
discount and then charged a fee to the plan sponsors on top 
of that for its part in the “service.” The $27,051 shows up on 
the statement as a claim charge. If the patient has met his or 
her out-of-pocket amount, the unsuspecting plan sponsor is 
likely to assume that all is well. As it turns out, in this case, 
there was an in-network provider that would have charged 
approximately $15,000 (based on the primary PPO network 
rates) for the same services.

The TPA received $2,617.95 from the plan sponsor for 
a service that cost $942.46. This entire fee could have been 
avoided if the plan sponsor had instructed the TPA to set al-
lowance for out-of-network claims at a certain level, such as 
Medicare plus 30%.

Let’s take a look at costs associated with this nonurgent 
claim had the employee stayed in network.

Table I shows that the plan sponsor would have saved an 
additional $12,051 if the employee had stayed in network or 
if the plan sponsor had required that the allowed amount 
out-of-network match the allowed amount in-network.

How Does This Happen?
How can such a thing happen? This type of overcharge 

is more common than one might think and can occur 
when:

• The PPO access to network providers is not as com-
prehensive as the competitor’s network, so the in-
surance carrier or TPA inflates the size of its net-
work by using undisclosed secondary networks in 
an effort to increase network validity.

• The TPA or insurance carrier sees this method as a 
way to increase revenue without operating outside 
the confines of the law or the service agreement with 
the plan sponsor and hides the added fees within the 
claims statements. (Several lawsuits are being pro-
cessed in the courts right now because of what have 
been perceived as unscrupulous measures, such as 
this, taken by insurance carriers and TPAs.)

• The plan sponsor does not realize that such a thing is 
occurring or that it is even possible within the terms 
of its administrative agreement with the PPO. This is 
because the verbiage that enables it to occur is buried 
deep within the agreement and is not easily identified 
by, or recognizable to, most plan sponsors. 

• The plan sponsor is willing to pay more money to 
the claims administrator and out-of-network pro-
viders if plan participants are willing to pay extra 
money for services provided by an out-of-network 
provider.

T A B L E  I I

Real-World Example: Out-of-Network Costs

Patient Admission Total Negotiated Percent Network Total Due Amount
 Name Date Billed Amount Savings Fees to TPA Due

John Smith June 6, 2016 $34,906 $24,434 30% $942.45 $2,617 $27,051
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Vigilance Is Needed to Avoid Undue Costs
The real-world example given above is just one of many 

ways that insurance carriers and TPAs collect revenues 
with lack of transparency. Shutting down this loophole 
has the potential to save plan sponsors and their compa-
nies hundreds of thousands of dollars. It is important for 
plan sponsors to keep an eye on claims reports, read the 
claims payment appendixes thoroughly and be ready to 
negotiate better deals whenever possible.

Finding claims-processing partners that are willing to 
contract on a totally transparent basis can enable insur-
ance carriers and TPAs to develop a greater degree of trust 
with their business partners.  
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